THE MODERN RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES OF THE NEXT CENTURIES .
THE MODERN RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES OF THE NEXT CENTURIES, OF INTELLECTUALITY
AND SPIRITUALITY, FOR WEST AND EAST, THE FOUNDATION FOR MODERATE ISLAM
OF THE MIDDLE WAY BEYOND MATHAHIBS, AND FOR MODERATE CHRISTIANITY AND
JUDAISM, TO BE DEVELOPED COLLECTIVELY FOR THE DIALOGUES BETWEEN SCIENCE
AND RELIGIONS AND BETWEEN ISLAM,CHRISTIANITY ,JUDAISM ,HINDUISM AND
BUDDHISM , TO STOP THE TSUNAMIS OF IMMORALITY,SATANISM AND ATHEISM ,TO
PREPARE WEST AND EAST FOR THE COMING FOURTH INDUSTRIAL WAVES AND THE
WORLD ORDER FOR ALL HUMANITY,AND THE COMING GLOBAL EMPATHIC PLANETARY
AND STAR CIVILISATIONS AND TO ERADICATE THE INTELLECTUAL AND SPIRITUAL
ROOTS OF CORRUPTION, WARS, POVERTY,
ORGANIZED CRIMES,PROMISCUITY,
FANATISM ,TERRORISM , ISIS AND ALQAEDA AND THE FITNAH BETWEEN RELIGIONS,
AND BETWEEN SUNNI AND SHIAH , CONSIDERING THE FOLLOWING;
Introduction
1. The one Lord of Creation, of time and space ,of life and death ----beyond comprehension
,beyond comparison , beyond natural laws and 4 dimensions, far beyond Michael Anglo and tribal
imaginations----In the Centre of everywhere within time and space and in the navel of nowhere
beyond time and space blazing His Love and Mercy ---He has sent true revelations ,expressed in
languages of humans with clear and hidden meanings, as metaphors through His Messengers (for
example Abraham, Moses, Jesus, Mohamed (PBUT)) ,who were special humans, to be
interpreted, reinterpreted holistically, according to time and places and the wisdom and goals of
the revelations--- HE has started the creation of the universe with the BIG BANG from nothing
,within 6 days, in which one day of the Lord could be 2,3 billion years ---He has created the
universe with galaxies ,stars, planets ,black holes ,dark matters, dark energy, and the ideal green
planet Earth with living and non living beings and thinking and talking human beings ,as tribes and
nations with different languages and traditions, should become His vicegerents on Earth ,
governed by super exact cosmological Constance, divine laws of evolution and super exact laws of
nature, can be expressed by mathematical pictures -------o,4% of the universe made of stars,3,6%
made of intergalactic gas(quantum fields) --- 23 % of unknown dark matters and 73 % of unknown
dark energy---Each normal human consists of around 15 trillion of human cells with human DNA
and around 80 trillion of microorganism with non human DNA .Each cell consists of trillions of
atoms, each atom consists of electrons ,protons ,neutrons and 99,9999999% empty space--- The
empty space is not empty, consisting of potentialities, of electro, magnetic and gravitational
fields, therefore space is a primary reality . Everything is nothing , nothing is not nothing ,thing can
be this can be that ,can be here, can be there at the same time, uncertainty ,entanglement,
superposition, randomness, tunnelling , teleportation, according to quantum physics, beyond
comprehension and common logic---All in one and one in all, changing and developing
continuously--- the dance of potentialities and contradictions to the symphony of The Almighty --He has provided each modern human with soul, spirit, special body with opposable thumbs
,unique brain with big frontal lobe ,used as conscious and subconscious minds, with around 100

billion different neuronsconscience ,sensory organs and the ability to learn and use languages
and mathematics :
-

-

-

-

For reading, studying , interpreting and understanding holistically, the wisdoms, the goals ,
the deep meanings of the revelations ,according to the requirements of time and places.
For supporting the God worshippers to win the wars against the Devil worshippers, which
will prevent the coming global disasters and the end of human civilisation.
For converting information into knowledge , science and technology, into cultures
For submitting oneself to the One Almighty only.
For implementing the wisdoms, goals and instructions of the true revelations.
For interpreting the divine instructions mentioned in the true revelations according to the
requirements of the 21st CENTURY, to become parts of the laws in the 21st century.
For using critical thinking and avoiding dogmatic thinking.
For making people improve themselves continuously, through better learning, knowledge,
work and wisdom, to become more healthy , wise and happy.
For considering all what have happened after the death of the prophet Mohammed
(PBUH) as important histories ,to be studied scientifically as histories ,and to be put in the
museums of histories, not to be used as the sources of hate and the FITNAH between
religions and MATHAHIBS ,especially Between SUNNI and Shia.
For solving the mysteries of certain revelations , which appear as contradictions .
For understanding oneself and fighting the evils inside oneself .(the biggest Jihad)
For worshiping with body, mind, heart and soul the only one Lord of Creation ,to be a free
human with free mind and will ,but the slave of the Almighty only ,not of money, egoism,
greed ,hunger for power and flesh and the evils inside oneself.
For perceiving the outside ,the internal and the hidden worlds through deep praying ,
meditations and perceiving the subjective ,objective ,virtual and mathematical worlds .
For differentiating fictions from realities.
For creating just balance between the interests of the minorities and of the majority.
For realizing that quantum physics and metaphysics are beyond logical comprehension,
are dancing closely to the melody of the Al Mighty.
For considering the unity of diversities and contradictions , all in one ,one in all.
For developing direct spiritual relation between God the Almighty and humans.
For imagining and feeling the eternity.
Who forgets The Almighty, forgets oneself , forgets the right direction.
For considering that The Almighty has created men and women from the one NAFS, as
tribes and nations as one humanity.
For considering not to take the mistakes of others as excuse for own mistakes.
For convincing humans not to become the worst enemies of themselves and of nature.
For studying nature and humans to detect the laws of nature and humans as science .
For utilising the laws of nature, expressed by mathematical pictures , as technologies to
create societies of good individuals and families --- of peace,justice ,mercy, love, laws,
tolerance , morality ,diversities ,solidarity ,human rights, direct democracy , meritocracy
,freedom with responsibility , to become the vicegerents of the Almighty on Earth.
For trying to make subconsciousness conscious.
For considering the main goal of the natural marriage between men and women is to
create healthy ,happy families with children as the pillars of the happy societies ,based on
morality ,love, rule of law ,justice, diversities, solidarity ,to prevent the extinction of
empathic, civilised humanity .

-

-

-

For dancing between contradictions ,between yin and yang, spirituality and intellectuality,
light and shadow, not following the steps of SATAN( devils)
For replacing greed, egoism , immorality, promiscuity, the craving for power,money,flesh
and domination -- with virtues, altruism ,good morality and cooperation.
For respecting human rights and considering the killing of one innocent human as the
killing of all humanity and saving one human as the saving of all humanity.
For converting millions selected humans into super wise humans using AI, robotics,
genetics, Nanotechnology ,to prepare themselves for the coming fourth industrial waves
and technological singularity ,to deserve to be the masters not the destroyers of Earth.
For finding the cure of all diseases and of aging.
For asking humans to use every possibility to use more than 40 % of their brains.
For believing that you are inside the universe, and the universe is inside you.
For eradicating the roots of fanatism,terrorism, superstitions, CORRUPTION, Satanism,
ATHEISM, the FITNAH and wars between religions and between Sunni and Shia.
For preparing societies for the coming fourth industrial waves and the coming
technological singularity and the coming global empathic planetary civilisation.
For promoting peaceful synergic relations between Muslims, Christians, Jewish, Buddhists,
Hindus and non believers.
For having the possibility to perceive much larger spectrum of sound waves and electro
magnetic waves, and gravitational and brain waves, to be able to understand the world
much more comprehensively.
For having the possibility to discover the hidden worlds beyond the physical worlds.
For realizing that Humans are playing with words and words are playing with humans.
For developing the democratic Confederal world government of all SOUVREGN countries
and the new world order of all humanity.

Therefore there are no contradictions between the true revelations interpreted correctly and
science and technologies used wisely and peacefully ,and nature and humanity.
Therefore science and religions should dance together to the melody of the Almighty to feel
the reality and His Mercy, and to decide what could be done technologically and morally,
therefore religions must be injected with science continuously, to survive in the 21st century.
God has created IBLIS ( LUCIFER) from fire, with big ego and free will , mad him refuse the
God’s order to kneel to ADAM, and preferred to become eternal enemy of God, and eternal
evil seducer of humans. The Lucifer has seduced Adam and Eve to descend to Earth, for eating
the forbidden fruit, to become the Father and Mother of God's worshippers, the vicegerents
of the Almighty on Earth, and LUCIFER worshippers, the members of certain secret societies,
igniting the eternal wars between God worshippers and Lucifer worshippers for domination of
the human CIVILISATIONS.
Everything is nothing, nothing is not nothing, empty space is not empty, it consists of the
fluctuations of quantum fields, condensates , virtual particles and potentialities, Space is a
form of matters. Following questions pertaining empty space and dark matters:
•
•
•
•

Is empty space Inside the atoms not empty?
What will happen with the dark matters inside the black holes, the empty space, the
human body, the sun, the super Nova, LHC ?
What is the difference between the empty space before and after the big bang?
Can the dark matters be observed in extra dimension.?

•
•

Can dark matters be used for new science and technologies ?
What's time crystal?

2.The free soul started the journey--- with entering the mind of the body ---to dance with the
world---to the melody of divine words---but became dirty--- by the dirt of the body and the
world---became the slave----of greed, flesh and money--- longing to be free again ---- in the
world of the divine---must become the light---to enlighten the body and the world---- When
will the soul remember the purpose of the journey?
3.Teach children how to think, to get selected information, especially from internet, to get
selected knowledge and skill, to get holistic intelligence, wisdom and vision, to become
empathic, happy, creative, productive global citizens, the vicegerents of the Almighty.
4.The European societies with average fertility rates of 1,4 are aging and declining rapidly, can
be compensated by the growing 52 mill Muslims living in Europe with fertility rates of more
than 3,if they will be converted into productive, moral European Muslim citizens:
•
•
•

If they will be educated, trained and well prepared for the fourth industrial waves.
If they will be treated well and integrated in the European societies as European
Muslim citizens, not as potential terrorists.
If propagandas against Islam and Muslims will be forbidding by laws, similar to the
laws protecting Jews from anti Semitism.

5.Understanding and implementing the revelations and the holy books literally is
FUNDAMENTALISM, leads into fanatism ,terrorism and wars between religions and
MATHAHIBS --- must be replaced by understanding and implementing the revelations and the
holy books according to the requirements of time and places and according to the wisdom
and goals of the revelations ( MODERN RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES) leads into peaceful living
together of different religions and global PEACE.
6.The 1% elites and certain secret societies, who are controlling America, Israel, Europe and
many countries ,including Muslim countries, are promising their military and civilian
members and followers, who must sell their consciences and souls to the Lucifer, who must
believe in Luciferian doctrines and rituals including sacrificing of babies and cannibalism , the
following:
•
•
•

They can get unlimited wealth, power and fame.
They can get unlimited enjoyment and promiscuity, without legal restrictions.
They can convert Earth into PARADISE for themselves, and hell for others, ( the world
order of the 1%elites)
• They can act as God accountable to themselves only.
• They must believe in SATANISM, the only one global religion.
• They must support the reduction of the world population into 500 mill.( Georgia guide
stones)
They are the roots of the past ,the present and the future nuclear wars and global disasters. The
millions refugees in Europe and America are the potential candidates to become Lucifer
worshippers. (THE UN LUCIS TRUST, Helen Blavastky, Albert pike, William Guy Carr)
7.Oppressive, egoist, unwise politicians and leaders, controlled by the 1% elites , with no clear
written long term vision and goals --- are causing the imbalanced secretion of Dopamine,
Oxytocin, Serotonin, Endorphin and Cortisol inside humans, creating sick, coward,

greedy,egoist, unproductive, hypocrite, sick, depressive, untrustworthy and unhappy
employees and citizens. Democratic, wise, courageous, not egoist politicians and leaders with
clear written long term vision and goals --- creating courageous, wise, productive , healthy,
happy, trustworthy, employees and citizens.
8.ISLAMIC SHARIAS are divine instructions in ALQURAN AND TRUE HADITHS ,to be interpreted
according to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY by reputable scholars to become Islamic
laws or FIKKIH for the 21st century . ( many French laws are inspired by SHARIAS AND FIKKIH)
9.What's YOUM ALQIYAMAH ? The end of human races, or of the planet Earth, or of the solar
system., or of our galaxy.
10. God the Merciful will judge humans in the judgement day, based on their deeds ,but
mainly on His Mercy.
11 .Nature is the mirror of the greatness of the Lord of Mercy.
12. Science is the endless journey to be near the unreachable absolute reality.
13.BUCAILLEISM ( DR MAURICE BUCAILLE) is the attempt to harmonise Christianity and Islam
with science.
14. The revelations consist of general guidelines and signs, to be interpreted and
reinterpreted according to time and places, and the goals and wisdom of the revelations.
15. The goals of pure Judaism, Christianity and Islam are to warship the One Almighty and to
follow His divine instructions and morality, written in the true Holi books, of the true
messengers, especially Moses, Jesus and Mohamed PEACE BE UPON THEM, to convert Earth
into PARADISE for all humanity and all creatures. Therefore we find many similarities in the
true holy books. The politicization of Christianity, Judaism and Islam has led and will lead into
wars between religions and different MATHAHIBS. Therefore implementing the pure
Christianity, Judaism and Islam accord to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY will lead into
global peace.( The main goal of this report)
16. The eternal struggles are between the followers of God and peace and the followers of
Lucifer and wars--- between rule of law and rule of guns--- between Theism, Pantheism and
Atheism.
17. Replacing religions with science will lead into materialism and consumerism and the loss
of faith and morality---Replacing morality with legality and money, will lead into the loss of
family, solidarity and humanity, will lead into wars for domination, into global self destruction
18. There are around 750 verses in Alqoran dealing with natural phenomena ,must be
interpreted and reinterpreted according to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY.
19. The external objective worlds perceived by human brains as the internal subjective worlds,
but THE ONE GOD ALMIGHTY perceived by human brains only as FAITH. GOD is interacting
with the existing worlds mainly through the known laws of nature, created by HIM, and
sometimes exceptionally beyond the known laws of nature, as MIRACLES.
20. Evil spirits are existing inside many humans, and are usually fought by faithful humans
(THE BIG JIHADS),but are adored by evil humans ,especially by the 1% elites, the main cause
of the past and the future wars and disasters.

21. The creation of the present universe, with stars, galaxies, dark matter, dark energy, based
on cosmological Constance and laws of nature, can be expressed by mathematics, has started
with the BIG BANG, 13,7 bill years ago from nothing. The universe will expand exponentially
until it becomes endless emptiness, then a new BIG BANG may happen, the birth of a new
universe, with either the same or a new cosmological Constance and laws of nature. Are there
parallel universes?
Following questions;
•
•
•

Why the universe could be explained exactly and scientifically, using mathematics?
Why is there a super exact cosmological Constance ?
Why could advance human brains imagine and comprehend mathematics and create
the subjective worlds?
• Why 2+2 could not be 5?
• Why quantum physics beyond comprehension?
• Why are there objective , subjective and mathematical worlds?
• Are there matters ? Are matters illusion?( Professor Hans Peter Durr has said –” There
are no matters, there are only potentialities)
• Are there non physical realities, or hidden worlds (ESP) beyond physical worlds ?
• What are time,space,mathematics, consciousness? ( they are not matters)
• Is space a form of matter? What's the time Crystal?
The answers of the above mentioned questions will lead naturally into the belief ,that
the universe could not be developed by chance, but by the Only one Lord of creation
,beyond comprehension and comparison, far beyond Michael Angelo and tribal
imaginations , who has created the universe with a super exact cosmological Constance
and laws of nature, can be expressed by mathematics , and has created advance human
brains ,able to comprehend laws of nature and mathematics, and create subjective worlds.
22. Civilized moral humans should realise ,that humans with strengths and weaknesses, with free
will, able to choose between good deeds and bad deeds, are deserved to be the vicegerents of the
Almighty on Earth, because they are better than the perfect angles, who can do good deeds only.
23. In the 21st century the biometric collected data of conscious and subconscious minds, feelings
and dreams of billions human beings are growing exponentially, which could be comprehend only
by super intelligent robots ,belonging to a few special organizations of the 1% elites ,can be
misused for brainwashing and controlling billions people in WEST AND EAST,( for manipulating
elections CAMBRIDGE ANALYTICA) will lead into the rise of digital ( quantum) DICTATORSHIP .
Can the 99% of humans prevent the rise of digital ( quantum) dictatorship of the 1% elites, who
will transformed themselves into the new super cold human species ,who consider billions
humans as jobless and useless humans ,deserved to be destroyed ?
24. Implant the divine revelations on changing Earth, to grow according to the changing weather
and environment and civilizations on Earth ,through modern holistic interpretations and
reinterpretations of the revelations, using faithful hearts, minds and creative imaginations.!
25. .What are the short-term and long-term strategies of the 1% elites and the secret societies ?
•

To exploit and control America as the present super power financially, politically,
educationally, and militarily using deep states and the private FEDERAL RESERVE BANK,
will lead into the collapse of American dollars ,the implosion of America , the global
economic disasters, to allow the 1% elites to buy the controlling shares of important
companies in the world cheaply.

•

Have created the Arabic spring and ISIS AND ALQAEDA, to ignite wars in Syria, Yemen,
Iraq, Libya, to destabilize and split the Middle East and Gulf countries, as preparation for
creating the great Zionist Israel and the great Kurdistan , to recycle the petrodollars, to
move the Palestinians into Sinai, to build the Salomon temple on the ruins of the AQSA
MOSQUE, which will lead into total destruction of the whole region, to steal the huge oil
and natural gas in the region especially in the Golan heights. – to use big parts of Turkey,
Iraq and Iran for creating the great obedient Kurdistan.
• To destabilize GCC and Iran , through creating crisis with Qatar and wars with Iran.
• To stop the rise of SHANGHAI COOPERATION ORGANIZATION ,which could become the
coming Master of the world, through creating global wars and stopping petro yuan
The developing and spreading of the modern religious principles of the 21st century will be
the best way to unite and guide the 1,5 billion Muslims in West and East, to become active
members of the coming global empathic planetary civilization ,the best way to prevent the
coming global self destruction, to replace the American strategies of domination ,which will
lead into the collapse of the USD and the implosion of America, with the strategies of
cooperation, to allow the use of 80% of global military budgets for peace projects and for
converting earth into the green planet of peace, justice and abundance for all humanity.
26. The main roots of the deadly dilemma in the 21 st century .
•

Humans in the 21st century are using their great brains and existing technologies to create
new super technological products, and super robots with super artificial quantum brains,
which could benefit or harm humanity ,depending on how they would deal with the evils
inside themselves ---therefore Islam says---the biggest Jihad is the Jihad against the evils
inside oneself .
The Average Humans including political and religious leaders are having linear growing
intuition and are facing difficulties to prepare and adjust themselves to the exponential
growth of information and high tech technologies ,which would lead into the coming
technological singularity .
The world is controlled by the 1% elites and secret societies ,who are implementing
PREDATORY CAPITALISM, considering themselves as the legitimate predators, considering
America, Europe and the whole world as preys, considering the global peace as the loss of
the opportunity to make giant profits from wars even nuclear wars.

•

•

26. The Lord of Creation beyond comprehension, beyond comparison, therefore can’t be proved
Scientifically. His Mercy can be felt by deep praying ,dance, music , meditation and poetry.
27. HAARP,CRISPR,GENETICS,AI,SUPER ROBOTS,NANOTECHNOLOGY, NUCLEAR ENERGY if used
for peace, will convert Earth into paradise, if used for wars ,will convert Earth into hell.
28. .Read the book ----the7 habits of highly effective people---Written by Stephen Covey.
•

Be proactive, not only reactive---Begin with the end in mind—Do not lose your goals.
Put first thing first---Differentiate between important and urgent matters---Seek win
and win concept---Seek first to understand and then to be understood---Synergy.
Sharpen the saw.

29. .The path to superficial Faith is through indoctrination by families, societies, schools, religious
organizations. The path to deep faith is through , doubt and deep study, pray and contemplation.

30. .Billions different healthy neurons inside human brain, are activated by senses ,thoughts
feelings and memories--- becoming consciousness and subconsciousness --- meditating and
praying deeply to feel the enlightenment----- studying different interpretations of science,
histories and revelations--- converting them into visions of the past ,the present, the future and
civilisation --- becoming faith, adoration, morality, deeds and the way of life --- becoming modern
politics, economy , philosophy and modern education system--- becoming the modern RELIGIOUS
PRINCIPLES OF THE NEXT CENTURIES ,OF INTELLECTUALITY AND SPIRITUALITY, FOR WEST AND
EAST, the foundation for the moderate religions and moderate Islam of the middle way.
31.. Great words create great worlds.
11.Pray deeply--- Breath His Mercy--- Self realization.
Meditate deeply---Nowness, emptiness, oneness--- Self realization.
Seek the star--- Know who you are---Self realization.
Meditate deeply, ego destroy, asking –who am I---Self realization.
32. . Citizens, guided by good faith ,tolerance, love, morality and written vision 2040, not
brainwashed by destructive propagandas, filns,tv programmes , educated by modern paperless
education system, governed by non corrupt, elected peaceful goverment, seeking peaceful
synergic relations with other countries, protected by great constitution, laws, social and medical
insurances and basic income----are great ,productive, free and happy citizens, motivated to work
hard, to pay high taxes, to do everything for their country , to prepare it for the fourth industrial
waves, to convert it into the greatest and happiest country in the world.
33. . Believe in One God the Almighty, submit yourself to Him only, through regular deep prayer
,good morality, reflected in good deeds to yourself, your family, your country , to humanity and to
the planet Earth, to become the good BELIEVER, the good vicegerent of the Almighty on Earth.
34. THE GREAT RERELIGIONS believe in the holy natural marriage between men and women, to
create healthy and happy families with healthy happy children, the nucleus of healthy happy
societies. Holy Marriage between men and men ,between women and women will distort the
meaning of the holy heathy natural marriage, therefore is not encouraged by the great religions.
Great religions are against PROMISCUITY, which will destroy morality and becomes big business.
35.. INTERNET is the global brain of digital societies, of modern civilisation, if used for peace and
cooperation, can convert Earth into PARADISE, if used for crimes, wars and domination will
convert Earth into HELL. The destruction of INTERNET by cyberattacks, or solar winds or nuclear
bombs will lead into digital dark age and the end of modern civilisation, therefore INTERNET must
be governed and protected collectively under UN SUPERVISION and super intelligent, wise robots
,to remove all destructive dark nets
36. Modern neurology and neuroscience --- should study the tiniest components of the brain, to
understand its molecular structures ,function, sicknesses and their therapy.
Modern SPIRITUALITY --- should study minds, consciousness through deep prayers and meditation,
•
•
•

To feel the Mercy of the Almighty.
To discover the deep meanings of life and everything.
To experience the nothingness, the oneness, the enlightenment.

•

To feel all in one, and one in all ,breaking all walls.

37. . Read the book –PAWNS IN THE GAME –ABOUT ILLUMINATI, written by Mayron Pagan ,to
understand the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The influence of Jesuit, Rothschild and Illuminati on America, Europe, Israel, Islamic
countries and other countries in the past, in the present and in the future.
Who ignited the WW 1 and 2,the Korea, the Vietnam, the Iraq ,Libya and Afghan wars and
who will ignite the coming nuclear wars.
How the 1% elites will destabilize America, West and East, especially the Middle East, to
force them to accept the world order and the world government of the 1%elites .
How to demoralize Islamic countries and Israel, through igniting wars between them.
How to spread Satanism and ATHEISM and atheistic secularism in West and East, to
destroy the Religions, especially CHRISTIANITY, JUDAISM and ISLAM.
How to spread the permanent fears of the coming economical, financial, environmental
and nuclear disasters and the invasions of Aliens.
How to brainwash people and leaders in West and East, by all means, ( by sex and
blackmailing) to be the obedient slaves of the 1% elites .

38. JESUIT was forbidden in many European countries in 1773, which forced the JESUIT ADAM
WEISKOPF to create the ILLUMINATI in 1776, similar to the Free mason, supported by The
Rothschilds, to hide the JESUIT.( The special relationship between Jesuit, ILLUMINATI, Free mason
and later Zionism. )
39. . Implementing Islamic financial system, ( without the interest rates) could prevent dangerous
inflation and accumulation of public debts, and super wealth in the hands of the 1% elites, which
could lead INTO the implosion of America and other countries , considering the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Money and wealth belonging to the Lord of life and death, to be earned and used wisely
for the Almighty, humanity and planet Earth.
Free market ,guided by just government ,according to Islamic laws and ethics, to create
social, economical and political JUSTICE. ( VAT, BIG INHERITANCE TAX)
Paying ZAKAT and special taxes on incomes and properties , to be distributed to the poor
people .(distribution of wealth) .
Encouraging the use of money for investments, discouraging the hoarding of money to
make money from RIBA and from speculation.
Risk sharing, TAKAFUL , MUDARABAH .
Forbidding gambling, RIBA, monopoly, trading with derivatives, corruption, making money
from money, printing money covered by air, and illegal activities according to Islamic laws.

40 . Prevent the misinterpretation of parts of Al Quran, used as propagandas against ISLAM.
•
•
•
•
•

Don't make friendship with non Muslims --- The right interpretation--- Don't make alliance
with non Muslims against Muslims.
Fight all unbelievers ---The right interpretation--- Fight all unbelievers, who declared open
wars against you..
Prevent the misinterpretation of Al Quran to justify violence, corruption, dictatorship.
Don't interpret Al Quran without considering the historical circumstances.
Don't consider Al Quran as words only. Interpret Al Quran holistically and correctly ,to
guide you .

•
•
•
•
•
•

Don't depend on the old interpretations of Al Quran, which could be right in the past, but
not in the present.
The contradictions of Al Quran with proved science caused mainly by the wrong
interpretation of Al Quran.
Therefore read, contemplate, study ,interpret Al Quran correctly, and act accordingly, to
LIVE THE ALQORAN (The Prophet Muhammad (PBUH) was the walking Al Quran. )
Therefore Interpret Al Quran holistically ,according to time and places!
Therefore Al Quran is von God, valid for all time and places, but the interpretations of Al
Quran are made by humans, therefore not valid for all time and places.
There are around one million HADITHS, around 4-7 thousand HADITHS ,not contradicting
with ALQURAN can be considered as true HADITHS..

41. .Remarks regarding minds and brains( when the brain works becomes mind);
•
•
•
•

The mirror or empathy neurons allow humans to feel what the others feel, important for
the development of morality, families, societies, cultures ,identities and civilisations.
The left brains are responsible for the dogmatic belief system. The right brains are
responsible for the rational scientific system and for challenging the status qua .Ideal will
be if the left brains and the right brains will work together in harmony.
Certain neuro connections for certain skills, could be strengthened through exercises.
Neuro plasticity. Neurons work together connect with each other.
All discussions controlled by mind narrowness ,caused by defensive state of the brains,
when the limbic and emotional systems are controlling the intellectual cerebral systems,
will lead into negative results, therefore must be avoided.

42.Scientists in West and East will create animals with human genes and humans with animal
genes, dreaming to create humans with super senses and the strength of gorillas, and to create
animals ,to be used as donors for transplantation, and to create animals, which can speak.
43. Are organisms including humans controlled (could be controlled) by ALGORITHMS?
44..Human consciousness is influenced by subconsciousness, is the awareness of oneself ,of
others ,of external worlds as subjective worlds, is the results of activities of certain neurons inside
the brain, ignited by;
• Certain chemicals, neurotransmitters, electrical signals.
• Perception through certain senses.
• Thinking of certain thoughts and feelings.
• Remembering the past and imagining the future.
• Imagining certain things, activities and the future.
• Activating certain inner worlds through meditation, contemplation and praying .
Questions: Is there consciousness outside the brain?
Do animals have consciousness ?
Is there super consciousness?
Can super robots have feelings and consciousness?
Can consciousness survive death?
Neurons that fire together wire together.
Part of the universe is made of fields ,observed by consciousness mainly as particles.
If human consciousness is influenced by unconsciousness ,do humans have free Will?

45. What are the duties of modern philosophy in the 21st CENTURY ?
•

To integrate science, technologies, Internet, economy,politucs, globalisation, ecology,
morality and religions together, to create the optimal vision and guidance.
• To analyse the past and the present to create the optimal vision of the future.
• To balance between egoism and altruism and between belief systems and rational
systems and between religions and science.
• To prepare the societies for the coming TECHNOLOGICAL SINGULARITY, when super robots
will execute 90% of the jobs globally, to protect human civilisation.
• To show people and politicians, how to deal with the exponential development of science
and technologies.
• To define the good, the better ,the best and what ‘s important and less important.
• To convince humans to consider morality, human rights, human dignity and ecology as
very important.
Therefore modern philosophy should be taught in schools and universities and should be spread
through continuous discussions and lectures on TV and internet. (Richard David Precht)
46. . Today it's possible, using GRAVITATIONAL WAVES DETECTORS, to hear the typical sounds of
the collision of two black holes 1,4 bill years ago , and in the future to hear the sounds of the BIG
BANG. IMAGINE!
47. .Prof Loyd Romesberg has succeeded in developing coli bacteria with two artificial DNA bases
X And Y ,beside the four bases GTCA ,theoretically could produce 132 new proteins. The existing
Four DNA bases can produce 20 proteins only. Imagine, if much more artificial DNA bases could be
created and implanted in other organisms ,or inside humans!
48. The divine story of Adam and Eve could be considered as metaphors. Adam and Eve were living
and sleeping without struggles and suffering in a special paradise, carrying great inactive
intellectual and spiritual potentialities . They had to leave the special paradise to try the struggle
and to experience the suffering for survival ,to activate their potentialities, to fight the evils in
the world and inside themselves ,and to create families ,societies and civilisations ,to deserve to
be the faithful vicegerents of the Almighty on Earth.
49. The JESUIT ORDERS with more than 20 000 active members, possessed many special
universities, Churches and special organisations ,established in 1543 by Ignatius Loyola, led by
the black POPE Arturo Sosa elected in 2016 ,AND VATICAN , to destroy Protestantism developed
in 1517 by Martine Luther and OTTOMAN empire and to fight corruption inside the churches , are
today the richest and the most powerful secret society controlling and manipulating America,
Europe, Israel and many countries, including many Islamic countries ,through influencing
ILLUMINATI, FREE MASON,SKULL AND BONES, Zionist organizations ,Federal reserve banks, central
banks, intelligence ,military, media, political organizations. They were involved directly and
indirectly in the French ,American ,Russian and Chinese revolutions and the rises of Nazi
organizations and the WW1, to end the Austrian and OTTOMAN empires and the WW 2 and many
wars. Theoretically they could convert Earth either into HELL or into PARADISE for 9 bill civilised
people before 2050. Therefore we suggest the development of a new super global Islamic order
with the name “ NOUR AL ROHMAN “ to unite and guide the 1,6 Bill Muslims, able to cooperate
with the JESUIT ORDER to convert Earth into PARADISE for 9 Bill civilised humans before 2050 ,the
best way to prevent the coming global self destruction and the end of human civilisation.

50. The MAJORITY of the Jews in Israel, Europe and America are not Semites, they are the
decedents of the Khazarian tribes , who had been converted into JUDAISM in the 9th century, who
had created the powerful Khazarian mafias, still very powerful and believing in Satanism. ( the
DNA analysis made by Dr Eran Elhaik )
51. Super humans with super capabilities, can live more than 300 years, could be developed
collectively through implanting artificial super genes inside their cells, through connecting their
brains with super artificial quantum brains, through replacing their organs with super artificial
organs, will lead into the development of new super human species;
•
•
•
•
•

Can lead humans into higher spiritual ,intellectual and quantum evolutions.
Can replace the domination illusions of the 1% elites, based on greed, egoism ,hunger for
power, flesh and money ,with cooperation strategies, based on morality ,human rights,
love and faith .
Can lead humans into the coming global empathic planetary civilisation for 9 billion
civilised people before 2050, and later into the global empathic star civilisation .
Can prepare humans for the coming TECHNOLOGICAL SINGULARITY.
Can convince JESUIT ORDER , ILLUMINATI, free masons to use their super wealth and
power to convert Earth into PARADISE for 9 bill civilised people before 2050.

52. In the future there will be at least three forms of civilisations ;
1. The civilisation of super humans, with super artificial genes and organs , their brains will
be connected with super artificial quantum brains .(need water and oxygen ).
2. The civilisation of super robots with super artificial quantum brains, able to improve and
replicate themselves exponentially,( need no water ,no oxygen.)
3. The civilisation of Aliens with super brains ,(need water and oxygen).
How will be the relations of the above mentioned civilisations with each other?
53. GLADIO , a special secret organisation working for NATO and America to destroy the
reputation of Communist parties in Europe from 1960 until the fall of Berlin's Walls ,therefore
most of terrorism activities must be caused by communist organizations. Since the fall of Berlin's
Walls most of terrorism activities must be caused by Islamic organizations.
54 . Is America a free country governed by constitution or a giant corporation governed by the
private federal reserve bank ?( the act 1871)
55. Is it true that the Islamic golden age ended in 1111 with the book TAHAFUT ALFALSAFAH (
INCOHERENCE OF PHILOSOPHY) written by Hamed Alghazali ?
56. Why Islam is against the personal feelings and desires of men want to marry legally other men,
and of women who want to marry legally other women ? Because Islam is also against the
personal feelings and desires of adults , who want to have sexual relationship with children, who
want to enjoy the harming or the killing of other innocent humans. Allowing men to marry legally
other men and women to marry legally other women, will distorting legal normal marriage and
will encourage promiscuity, which will destroy morality.

57. If the economical reason not the ethical reason is the main motivation for implementing
democracy , human rights, justice , rule of laws, modern education and health systems ,what will
happen if the economical reason vanish?
58.. The Talpiot program is a special training programme of Israel DEFENCE force IDF, implemented
in 1979; ( Israel ‘s edge, written by Jason Gewirtz in 2016)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Suggested by Prof Felix Dothan and Pro Shaul Yatziv to Rifael Eitan
To educate and train special selected young people for 40 months in modern science and
leadership .
Concentrating in the beginning on advanced computer science, physics and quantum
physics, modern mathematics
Later on cyber security, electronic warfare, AI,robotics,NANOTECHNOLOGY
The source of the technological and military strength of Israel, especially in defensive and
offensive cyber security and electronic welfare and surveillance .
Allowing Israel to have the total surveillance of Palestine and other countries.

59 Modern ethics is a modern moral philosophy differentiates the right, the good ,the moral
intentions, decisions and actions from the wrong, the evil and the immoral intentions, decisions
and actions of mature, mentally healthy and conscious humans , after thorough discussions can be
converted into written laws, to determine the legal from the illegal matters, to be spread on TV,
INTERNET, and in schools and universities, considering the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grasping people ‘s feelings, and seeing things from other person's point of views.
Good and moral behaviours encourage peaceful living and cooperating together for
survival with dignity and prosperity.
Activating mirror or EMPHATIC neurons, to feel what the others feel.
Implementing the following virtues--- empathy,reciprocracy, altruism, COOPERATION,
sense of fairness--- wisdom,courage,temperance,justice ---- fortitude, generosity, self
respect, good temper, sincerity ,honesty .
Avoiding the following vices--- cowardice, insensibility, injustice, vanity, greed, lies.
Promoting life with dignity, freedom with responsibility, pursue of happiness with
considering the happiness of others.
The necessity to create the optimal balance between the interest and the feelings of the
minorities , the majority, the humanity and the planet Earth.
First comes the interest of the planet Earth, then of humanity, then of the country, then
of the society, then of the family, then of oneself.

60. . Mosques, churches, temples, schools and universities can be used ,especially in the evening
and on weekends, for the following purposes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For teaching and discussing the modern religious principles of the 21st century.
For attractive social and cultural gatherings.
For organising group therapies.
For encouraging healthy marriage and the continuation of family life.
For solving social isolation and loneliness.
For organising help of people ,especially children ,old people in needs.
For helping people to have meaningful life and optimal balance between their jobs, health,
their families and their spirituality.
For organising certain scientific research and experimentation for normal people.

61. The Chinese dream to resurrect the Chinese civilisation and the relations between China and
America, which refuses to accept the new reality, that America will become soon the world power
NR 2 and China NR 1, especially economically and industrially, will shape the world politics in the
21st century. Accordingly all countries have to adjust themselves. Dr Kishore Mahbubani.
62. Historically the rapid development of Japan has inspired the rapid development of Singapore,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Korea, Malaysia, which has inspired the rapid development of China , which
has inspired the rapid development of India. China is leading the East Asian countries mainly
based on win and win concept ( with some exception). But America, controlled by certain secret
organisations, deep States and Zionist organizations, is creating instability, civil wars everywhere,
especially in the Middle East, to create the great Israel, which will lead into total destruction of the
whole region and implosion of America.
Therefore the Middle East countries must depend not only on America, which will not be the
Super power NR 1 in the near future, but also on China ,the future super power NR 1 ,if they want
to have stability and prosperity like the East Asian countries. ( don't put your eggs in one basket)
63. What is the hidden reason behind the war, civil war, and ISIS activities in Syria? The detection
of huge oil and gas in Golan heights, will be extracted by GENIE oil and gas, owned by certain
important persons from America, Europe and Israel who are sabotaging the peaceful solution,
according to international laws. Similar questions should be asked pertaining Libya, Somalia,
Sudan, Egypt, Iraq, Afghanistan, and why America, Israel, North Korea are provoking the coming
nuclear wars? The budgets for nuclear weapons in America alone in 2018 is AROUND 526 billion
USD. WHY?
64. As long as many American politicians, decision makers and leaders are believing in the
following principles:
•
•
•
•
•

The end justifies all means.
Israel is more important than America.
Obey the instructions of the secret societies and deep state to win the election.
Appearances matter, not the reality.
There are no national pride, no conscience, no morality, no good faith, no brotherhood, no
family values--- there are only me and me and power and money.
• Create wars to hide the real economic reasons.( in the name of national interest)
• Don't say what you believe -- Don't do what you said.
• Create crisis ( thesis) and the solutions (anti thesis) to create the new order( synthesis)
• Lie and lie continuously until everybody including yourself believes in your lie.
Therefore America couldn't make clear written long term vision ( beyond election) in the form of
WRITTEN AMERICAN VISION 2040, how America and the American people should be in the year
2040, to be converted into 5 years planning, to be respected and implemented by everybody, to
make America great again for very long time, despite who will be the President.
65. . As long as America, is controlled by secret societies and deep state, and insisting to
dominate the world militarily and politically, but can't be financed by its economy, only by
unsustainable debts and printing dollars covered by air , the world will see the collapse of the USD
and the implosion of America, which will lead into global disasters. Unless, Unless!
66. The revelations are from the Almighty must be interpreted and reinterpreted by wise humans
,according to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY and the wisdom and goals of the revelations

,to be converted into ideas, to be integrated with science and technologies into vision and
strategies, to be converted into actions and education programs ,the foundation to create great
societies in the 21st century, , excluding the endless discussions about:
•
•
•
•
•

If Alqoran created or not created by the Almighty.
The influence of other old languages and other holy books.
How the PROPHET Mohammed PBUH had received the revelations.
Many old interpretations of Alqoran based on certain MATHAHIBS and HADITHS.
The tragedies after the death of the prophet Mohammed PBUH.

67. Let's develop the Platform of Islamic dialogue using super intelligent robots, similar to
WATSON ROBOT, using English and Arabic and other languages, can be used for dialogues
between science and religions, between Islam, Christianity Judaism, BUDDHISM, HINDUISM and
Confucianism, can answer important questions in the 21st century, and can be used for many
other purposes, programmed with the following:
•
•
•
•

ALQURAN, especially the 750 verses dealing with natural phenomena, 4000 true HADITHS,
which are not contradicting with ALQURAN, and their modern interpretations, according
to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY.
Lectures of modern Muslim scholars, such as but not limited, Ahmad Didat, Zakir Naik,
Adnan Ibrahim, Sharawi and others.
The true Holy books of other religions and their modern interpretations.
Modern scientific, philosophical, social, historical, political, economical, spiritual and
religious books, especially the book--- The Bible ,the ALQURAN and science, written by Dr
Maurice BUCAILLE ( BUCAILLEISM).

68 .How the 1% elites change the non obedient countries
•
•
•
•
•

Destroy the reputation of the countries.
Ask them to ignite violence.( using special money ,internet and social media)
Use the medias to spread the right explanations.
mobilize the UN security council to allow the international intervention.
Remove the present leaders and replace them with new obedient leaders.

First. The goals of the modern religious Principles of the next centuries for West and East:
1. To prepare WEST AND EAST for the coming empathic planetary ,and later star civilizations,
to prevent the coming global self-destruction, to prevent the deadly wars between religions
and between Sunni and Shia.
2. To organise the dialogues between religions and science and between modern Islam,
Christianity, Judaism, BUDDHISM and HINDUISM.
3. To prepare the foundation for moderate Islam and other religions of the middle way .
4. To eradicate the intellectual and spiritual roots of corruption ,immorality ,promiscuity
,atheism , superstition, atheistic secularism, fanatism, terrorism, dogmatism, ISIS,
ALQAEDA, wars, civil wars and the deadly Fitnah between religions, especially between
Sunni and Shia and atheistic secularism. .
5. To inspire Muslim, Jewish, Christian, Buddhist, Hindu scholars to develop their modern
religious principles of the 21st century ,according to the requirements of the 21st century.
6. To prepare humanity collectively, for the coming technological SINGULARITY .
7. To convert modern Islam and Muslims into important parts of the solution not only of the
cause of religious wars ,fanatism ,dogmatism and terrorism .

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.

22.

23.
24.
25.

To eradicate the roots of identity crises especially of Muslims living in America and Europe.
To convert tribal societies into advanced, productive societies within 20 years .
To stop the tsunamis of Atheism, Satanism , immorality and promiscuity in the world .
To spread spiritual and intellectual awakening..
To help believers to identify themselves and be perceived as believers and as citizens ,to
provide meaning for their life and death ,to discourage them to become terrorists.
To remember God in minds and hearts, reflected in deep prayers ,good deeds and morality .
To prevent the misuse of religion to exploit people and countries politically and economically
To ask people to change their opinions and perceptions about themselves, religious
scholars ,their present and future, other religions ,science and technologies and politics .
To develop and implement modern paperless education system, to prepare their societies
for the coming FOURTH INDUSTRIAL WAVES .
To replace the predatory capitalism of the 1% with social moral, sustainable capitalism.
To stop the global warming ,the cold and cyber wars ,to prevent the coming nuclear wars.
To develop the new world order for all humanity.
To replace the strategy to create the great Israel, which will lead into wars, maybe nuclear
wars, with the strategy to convert Israel into Singapore of the Middle East, surrounded by
prosperous Palestine and Arab countries ,within MIDDLE East common market, to convert
the Middle East into the permanent bridge of just peace between West and East free of
nuclear weapons.
To convert GCC into the great gulf union, consisting of GCC, TURKEY, IRAQ, Pakistan, Egypt,
Morocco, Yemen, Jordan ,and maybe Syria, Lebanon, North African countries, and also Iran ,
to become the global economic power NR 5 before 2035,to prevent the migration of millions
refugees to Europe, the only way to prevent the destructive wars between Iran and its
neighbouring countries, and Kurdistan and its neighbouring countries.
To convert all strategies of domination into strategies of cooperation, to allow the use of
80% of global military budgets for peace projects and for converting earth into the green
planet of peace, justice and abundance for 9 bill civilised people before 2050.
To unite North Korea with South Korea into the neutral Confederal or Federal republic of
Korea, to prevent the nuclear wars between North Korea with America and China.
To prevent the coming collapse of American dollars and the implosion of America .
To convert millions dogmatic people, brainwashed by fanatic religious ideologies, who are
against modernity, modern science and technologies, who are dreaming of the past
centuries, into pragmatic, science and technologies and future oriented people, able to
adjust themselves to the requirements of the 21st CENTURY and the fourth industrial waves

Second. The development of the modern religious principles will be based on;
1. Modern interpretations of the true revelations according to the goals and wisdoms of the
revelations and the requirements of the 21st century, beyond mathahibs and tribal
traditions . The holy book must be interpreted holistically, not partially.
2. Pro peace,justice, good morality, solidarity, diversities, tolerance, transparency,
accountability, privacy, freedom, human rights, ecology, direct democracy, meritocracy,
equality, faithful secularism, interest free economy, new fair global currency, family
values, democratic civilian government ,coexistence with all religions .
3. No coercion and compulsion in religion .
4. The Moderate religion of the Middle Way ,the dance between yin and yang ,conservatism
and liberalism , spirituality and intellectuality, light and shadow.
5. The true belief, must be confirmed by tongues ,good deeds and morality .

6. No discrimination because of gender, ethnicity ,religions,mathahibs,political belief.
7. Anti-wars, fanatism, terrorism, corruption, oppression, injustice, dictatorship,
promiscuity, environmental destruction, infidel secularism, nuclear weapons, trading with
derivatives, monopoly, printing money covered by air, drugs, nihilism, Satanism.
8. Humans are not perfect and not infallible, only the Almighty is perfect and infallible.
9. Just and wise leaders are better than corrupt and unjust leaders.
10. Modern science and technologies and modern religions are not contradictory.
11. There are no bad science and technologies, there are bad humans using science and
technologies for bad purposes.
12. A country led by lies dies .Good humans are slaves of The Almighty only.
13. The old histories about wars between Muslims and Muslims after the death of the
Prophet P.B.U.H, should be kept in the museum of histories, not to be used as excuse and
propagandas for igniting the deadly Fitnah especially between Sunni and Shia.
14. Killing of one innocent human to be considered as killing of all humanity.
15. The fate of humans in afterlife to be decided by their deeds and the Mercy of the Almighty
16. Money and wealth belonging to the Lord of life and death, to be earned and used wisely.
17. Humans are the results of their thoughts, feelings, deeds, environments and fate.
18. God will help those people, who help themselves.
19. Faithful humans must respect all religions and all prophets.
20. Humans must seek to know more about the past, nature, themselves and others to help
themselves and to appreciate the Greatness of the Almighty.
21. Humans must seek to be perfect, although they know ---only the Almighty is perfect,
must not allow anybody to exploit religions for politics and stealing money.
22. Humans in the 21st century shouldn't support the total segregation of men from women
and forcing women and girls to use BURKA covering all bodies, like the followers of
HAREDI JUDAISM in Israel and Talban in Afghanistan.?
23. JIHAD to liberate or protect the country is legitimate, but Jihad to get hur alain leads into
ISIS should be forbidden .The biggest Jihad is to fight the evils inside oneself ..
24. True faith leads always into mercy ,tolerance ,justice and good deeds ,therefore true
religion is the way of life ,based on peace ,justice , love ,solidarity, human rights .
25. Secularism in West was to liberate politics from the church , but faithful secularism in
Islam should be to liberate ISLAM from politics and DICTATORS.
26. Religions are good ,if used for guiding believers into peace ,good morality ,justice and
good deeds, they are bad if misused for wars, corruption ,terrorism and exploitation.
27. The statement ---- Muslim countries are underdeveloped ,because they do not implement
Islam ---is wrong,wrong.Why many non Muslim countries are developed and prosperous ?
The main reason ,they are governed by corrupted leaders, who misuse Islam. .
28. The soul of a living human being is influenced by the activities of his body and mind, will
leave his body at death, to receive its deserved fate, depending on God’s Mercy.
29. Muslims ,especially from the Middle East must be convinced
- To stop feeling that the world, especially the West are conspiring against them.
- To consider humans with different religions and mathahibs as brothers and
sisters. Only the Almighty will decide the fate of humans in afterlife .
- To stop thinking only of the past and start thinking seriously of the future.
- To be free ,not slaves of greed,craving,fanatism , tribalism ,old traditions .
That preaching alone ,especially in mosques will not solve problems .
- To prepare seriously for The Coming FOURTH INDUSTRIAL WAVES .

Third . Big or small nations must awake from illusion ,must be governed by democratic institutions
,to know and realize themselves ,to prevent self-destruction ,to become great nations.
Fourth. . The main differences between Sunni and Shia
-

-

-

Shias insist not to forget the two historical events ,that Ali Alaihi alsalam was not
elected as the first Khalifa after the death of the Prophet p.b.u.h ,and the killing of
Hussein alaihi alsalam and his family .
Shias have their own sources of true Hadiths and do not consider Muslim and
Buchori as the best sources of true Hadiths .
Shias believe that the 12 Imams are infallible ,while Sunni believe that only God
and the Prophet Mohammed p.b.u.h are infallible.
Shias have central religious authority, Sunni do not have .
Shias believe some principles of Almutazila and that the hidden twelfth Imams AL
Mahdi will appear in the future to save and lead the believers ,which has been
replaced partially by Wilayat Al fakih concept of Imam Alkhumeini.
Today only fanatic Shia cursing Sahabah and considering Alqoran as not complete
There are around one million HADITHS, only 6-7 thousands HADITHS, not
contradicting with ALQURAN, could be considered as true HADITHS.

With good will , and forgetting all tragedies after the death of the prophet Mohammed PBUH ,the
above mentioned differences could be solved easily ,to extinguish the deadly political Fitnah
between Sunni and Shia ,which will lead into disastrous war between Iran and its neighbouring
countries .If Sunni could live peacefully with Christians ,why they could not live peacefully with Shia
,like before ? Why Muslim politicians must obey the 1% elites ?
Fifth .When a great human brain awakes, it becomes a conscious mind, influenced by subconscious
mind, can perceive the present , can remember the past , can imagine the future of oneself ,others
.and external worlds ,can differentiate between subjective ,objective and spiritual worlds.
Sixth . ..The basic requirements to be Muslims in the 21st century .
-

Must believe in one God the Almighty ,confirmed by good deeds and morality .
Must believe in Jesus, Moses and all Prophets, especially the last Prophet
Mohamad P. B.U.H .
Must believe in all Holy Books and Al-Quran as the last holy book and the true AL
hadiths, which are not contradicting with Al-Quran.
Must believe in the five pillars of Islam and in afterlife and fate.
Must respect all religions and the laws of their countries .
Must believe in justice, good morality ,Shura ,human rights and peace.
Must believe that Al Quran is from the Almighty ,valid for all time and places, but
the interpretations of the revelations are made by humans, not valid for all time
and places , must be re- interpreted holistically according to time and places .

Seventh .The rise of consumerism ,feminism, atheism, promiscuity in Western societies is
weakening family values, morality ,social energy and the masculinity of men, will lead into cultural
death and self destruction . Millions Muslims in Western societies ,should not be marginalized and
should be guided to implement the modern religious principles to become parts of the solution of
the present problems of Western societies .

Eighth. The study of ARIAN CHRISTIANITY (ARIUS) ,which believes in ONE GOD The Almighty and
Jesus as His divine Messenger ,and the study of the old ARAMAIC language ,the main language of
Jesus could lead into better understanding of the old holy books ,written in ARAMAIC and the
reduction of the tension between Christianity and Islam .TRINITY symbolically ,will mean THE HOLY
ONE FATHER OF ALL HUMANS ,THE HOLY WORDS AND THE HOLY SPIRIT. (All innocent children are
the children of the only one Almighty)
Ninth .Indirect democracy in America and Europe ---the rule of the country by elected
representatives of the people ,representing certain political parties ,but making decisions mainly for
the lobbies and the deep states (false democracy ) ,therefore must be replaced by direct democracy--all very important government decisions and very important government jobs must be decided by
free electronic polls and referendums using smart cards..
Tenth

.The modern religious principles should answer the following questions .

1. How 9 billions people of different ethnicities ,religions and ideologies can live together
peacefully and happily as productive vicegerents of the Almighty and as active members of
the coming global empathic planetary and later star civilizations in the future?
2. What are the worlds of objectivity, subjectivity ,spirituality , mathematics,virtuality?
3. How to become free, slaves of the Almighty only, not of greed, egoism, and hunger for
power ,sex and money?.
4. How to know and deal with the world ,ourselves and others?
5. What are the purposes of the universe ,of the world, of humans and other beings?
6. How to seek perfection, although we know, only the Almighty is perfect .?
7. How to control the evils inside oneself ? The great JIHAD.
8. How to deal with the technological SINGULARITY .
9. How to stop the Fitnah between religions, especially between Sunni and Shia?
10. How to unite and guide the 1,6 billion Muslims in West and East to participate actively in
shaping the coming global empathic planetary and later star civilisations, maybe in
cooperation with the JESUIT ORDER.
Eleventh . Unwise leaders individually and collectively ,are making decisions and actions ,mainly
according to their egos, emotions and subconscious minds ,refusing rational advices ,lead usually
into wars and disasters ..Wise leaders are using rational conscious minds and good morality
,accepting rational advices ,lead usually into peace and prosperity .The main benefits of free rational
discussions before making important decisions and actions ,within real direct democracy.
Twelfth .Wise and smart countries must develop their own FREE OPEN SOURCE intelligence and
engineering and media agencies ,to provide their leaders, politicians with deep important
information for making the right important decisions .
Thirteenth .The Industrial and digital revolutions, consumerism, old education systems, dogmatic
religions, propagandas have led into the spread of
1. Spiritual problems , neurosis ,the loss of individuality, individual freedom and morality.
2. The feeling of insignificance and helplessness, which lead into addiction and depression.
3. The unconscious craving for power ,flesh and money, which led into Immorality and crimes,
and the rise of secret organizations and crime organisations and the rise of Cleptocracy, the
rules of the thefts (Marcos, Suharto, Mubarak)
The modern religious principles could provide great meaning and solution for life and spiritual
problems in the 21st CENTURY.

Fourteenth. The flying butterfly--- idea did solidify ---If you grab it with greedy hands---it will die.
Follow its fly----with the third eye---to discover the hidden worlds----beyond the sky.
Fifteenth. The One Potter creates the pots--- gratis without spots ---made of water and clay --asking them to think, work and pray.
Sixteenth. Countries must make the following decisions, to survive with dignity and prosperity :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must prepare the written vision 2040 ,how the country should be in the year 2040.
Must implement rule of laws, meritocracy, good morality and the modern paperless
education system ,using 35 % of the budget.
Must be free countries, must not be slaves of certain special organisations.
Must prepare the country for the fourth industrial waves.
Must create peaceful synergic relations with other countries.
Must destroy corruption and the deep state.
Must implement the best economical ,political, educational, moral and legal systems.
Must create the tools for development.
Must convert consumers into citizens belonging to one family or one tribe.

Seventeenth. If the coming global self destruction, especially the coming nuclear wars, could be
prevented, humans before 2050 could develop new forms of civilisation on Earth, and planets ;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Through developing super robots with super artificial quantum brains, able to improve and
replicate themselves exponentially.
Through developing the cure for all diseases including the aging.
Through developing humans connected with super artificial quantum brains and organs.
Through implanting super genes with artificial DNA bases inside super babies.
Through developing super rockets using modular fusion reactors and antimatter reactors.
Through developing super products using Atomic precision manufacturing technology APMT.
Through convincing JESUIT ORDER, Free masons, ILLUMINATI to use their super wealth and
power to convert Earth into PARADISE for 9 bill civilised people before 2050.
Through developing NOUR AL RAHMAN, able to unite and guide the MUSLIM UMMAH, to
participate actively in shaping the coming global empathic planetary civilisation.

Eighteenth.. Comprehensive modern religious principles must be developed collectively ,by
scholars and experts from West and East, to be readjusted continuously .
1. By reputable scholars and scientists from different countries and mathahibs.
2. To be discussed openly and continuously in conferences, tv,newspapers, magazines,
internets, social media ---to keep them always alive in minds.
3. To be written in national language and English and Arabic.
4. To be published as books and e books.
5. To be taught in schools and universities in West and East, to eradicate the roots of identity
crises ,Islamophobia , fanatism ,dogmatism terrorism and the FITNAH Sunni and Shia. .
6. Can be the inspiration for preparing the modern constitution, laws and principles.
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